
AUDIO:
Poem  
Recite a poem 
The purpose of poetry is to express 
personal thoughts in an expressive 
and imaginative way. These 
thoughts are intended to engage the 
imagination and stir the emotions of 
the reader. 
To recite is to read the poem to 
an audience in an expressive and 
imaginative way.
  Title

Stanzas (rhyme, sound 

4

Blank verse, Rhymed poetry, Free verse, Epics, 
Narrative poetry, Haiku, Sonnet, Elegies, 

Ode, Limerick, Lyric poetry, Ballad, Soliloquy, 
Villanelle, Acrostic
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AUDIO:
Speech   
Present a speech
A formal address or discourse 
delivered to an audience.
A speech needs a clear structure. The 
introduction is 10% of your speech, 
content 80%, and conclusion 10%.
Speech Tips - 
*Build the intensity over time then end 
quickly.
*Consider why your audience is there  
*Consider what are they most interested in
*Consider what the purpose of your talk is 
*Consider what is your call to action is and 
what do you want people to do as a result of 
your speech
*Consider what one thing you want your 

audience to remember is
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AUDIO:
Play
Perform an original play
A play is a story usually consisting 
of dialogue or singing between 
characters, intended for theatrical 
performance rather than just reading.

  

Title

Orientation

Scene (Where are you, what do you see. 

Insert when the location changes)

Character 1 (Words spoken)

Character 2 (Words spoken)

Character 3 (Words spoken)

Complication 

Resolution 
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AUDIO:
Debate  
Facilitate in a debate
A formal discussion on a particular 
matter in which opposing arguments 
are put forward and which usually 
ends with a vote.  

1:Student researches concept 

2:Students are divided into teams, 
arguing for (Pro) the concept and 
against (Con).

3:Each team chooses a spokesperson. 

4: The spokesperson prepares and 
presents a 2-minute opening statement. 

5: Each group will have 2 minutes to 
respond. 

6: Then groups have another 10 minutes 
to debate. 

7:Spokesperson has 2 minutes to 
conclude their argument.
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AUDIO:
Sing  
Sing a song (original)
A short poem or other set of words set 
to music or meant to be spoken/sung.
A song can be sung with backing 
instruments or just with the voice.

 

Rap, Blues, Country, Electronic music, 
Folk song, Hip hop, Jazz, Latin, Pop, 
R&B and soul, Rock.. Etc.. 

4
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AUDIO:
Interview  

The purpose of an interview is to 
gather information about a concept by 
asking a series of questions.  

Examples of interviews include:
• Informational interviews
• Personal interviews.

Title

Statement of purpose

Question and responses

Thanks 

2
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AUDIO:
Music  

Vocal or instrumental sounds (or 
both) combined in such a way as to 
produce beauty of form, harmony, 
and expression of emotion. A piece 
of music generally last more than 30 
seconds.

Music can be created with the voice 
or with an instrument. 
 

Brass, Percussion, String, 
Woodwind, Electronic music  
 

5
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AUDIO:
Monologue 
Present a monologue
The word monologue comes from 
the Greek word monos, which 
means “alone,” and logos, which 
means “speech.” It is a speech or 
verbal presentation given by a single 
character in order to express his or 
her collection of thoughts and ideas 
aloud.
  
A monologue has a similar structure 
to a speech. It has an introduction, 
content  and conclusion, although 
monologues generally uses more 
emotional and facial expressions, (it 
can be like telling a story).

3
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AUDIO:
Discussion  
Facilitate a discussion
The purpose of a discussion is to 
present balanced arguments about 
an issue so that the listeners can 
make an informed decision. 

Examples of discussions include:
• Academic essays
• Debates

Title

Introduction

Arguments 

Conclusion
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